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suggestion that we conclude each of our sessions by
standing bowing to each other and singing under the
direction of our resident musical genius Bob Kaithoff

hymn titled How Great Thou Art We have after all
arrived in the earthly equivalent of heave

Robert Hilton Jr

GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY

February 1999 Francis Barrett

Gentlemen right now you are probably wondering what
this paper is about Mere mention of the word IBroadwayl
evokes memories and dreams in all of us Close your eyes
and think what Broadway means to you

Could this be about Broadway the most famous street
in New York running from one end of the island of
Manhattan to the other beginning in the financial
district at Battery Park heading north past the old U.S
Customs House passing between Trinity Church and the New
York Stock Exchange on into China Town then into Little
Italy and beyond to Greenwich Village crossing 34tF

Street with the Empire State Building rising on the
right on into the Garment District and heading toward
Times Square and New Yorks Theater District with
memories of Cole Porter or Gene Kelly Singing in the
Rain or the dancing of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers
and place where millions will gather in less than
year to await the next millennium on north heading
unmolested toward Central Park if such is ever possible
through Columbus Square and then on to the Upper-West
Side passing just east of the Metropolitan Opera House
and the Lincoln Center going further north across West
116th Street through the urban campus of Columbia
University northward through Harlem and on into northern
Manhattan
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Or could this be about Broadway right here in

Cincinnati just scant half-block west of the Literary

Club beginning on the banks of the Ohio River opposite

the Licking River at the foot of the main landing

slicing between Cinergy Field on the west and The Crown

on the east crossing notorious Pete Rose Way which was

flooded just two years ago in the deluge of 97 heading

uphill across Third Street which was covered with the

muddy waters of the Ohio during the Great Flood of 37
and northward past the Queen City Club and the University

Club across Fifth Street and then between the buildings

of international giant Procter Gamble on north toward

the old Cincinnati Times Star Building now home to the

County family courts for juvenile justice and domestic

relations on further north alongside of the County

Justice Center and the Chavez property then across

Reading Road through the heart of Over-the-Rhine to the

rear of the School for Creative and Performing Arts and

the site of the original Woodward High School the first

public high school in Ohio and then on north

interrupted by reconstructed Liberty Street and coming

to gentle rest at the foot of Mt Auburn

Or could this be about all the Broadways in all the

cities and towns across our great United States

1990s version of Nobel author Sinclair Lewis Main

Street

No this is the story of John Citizen baffled

bewildered and befuddled by the crushing defeat of

Broadway Commons at the polls on November 1998 in the

year of our Lord when Issue ii was obliterated by an

almost 2-to-i margin virtual landslide garnering

fewer votes than an unpopular tax levy or Libertarian

candidate How could this happen

How could an issue that had the unyielding support

of the senior most member of the Hamilton County

Commissioners Republican with PG ties and suburban

constituency go down How could an issue with

continuous and vocal sponsorship by the Mayor of the City

of Cincinnati lose How could an issue costing the

voters no money and having the endorsements of both the

City Planning Commission and the Hamilton County Regional

Planning Commission not be approved
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How could an issue with the backing of the
Democratic Party and the Charter Party and only lukewarm
opposition from the Republican Party and the willingness
of the Republican Secretary of State and about to be
elected Governor of Ohio descendant of five
generations of political heritage to put the issue on
the ballot and let the voters decide be so harshly
rejected

How could all of this happen in light of the voter
outrage at the excessive cost of the new football
stadium the concern of so many over the destruction of
the riverfront with steel and concrete the wide-spread
dissatisfaction with the design of facility wedged
between Cinergy Field and The Crown and the inexplicable
razing of what was known for quarter of century as
Riverfront Stadium How was this possible with the
annoyances inconveniences and general frustration
resulting from the closing of Ft Washington WayWouldnt the voters have had just enough of this and vote
yes for Broadway Commons

So you can see that John Citizen was completely
confused and understandably upset John wanted
answers but had no where to turn He vowed he would not
rest until he knew what happened as only knowledge and
truth would lessen his misery and relieve his plight

So what did John do John turned to the Old
Guru

John had never met the Old Guru but had
understood that he hung out in Mt Adams which he
preferred to call Mt Ida Finally John was given
phone number that the Old Guru reportedly said John
was free to call The number was Cherry 1-7325 John

Hadnt seen the prefix Cherry used since the early
60s but he understood that the Old Guru was local
history buff who practiced what he preached

John finally got up the nerve to call After
four rings the Old Guru slowly picked up the phone and
quietly said Hello who is calling John
suppressing his anxiety and uneasiness replied slowly
and calmly This is John Citizen and would favor

bit of your time to understand what happened with
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Broadway Commons Without hesitation the Old Guru

asked John What do you know about Broadway Commons

John replied Well know where it is but not much

more

The Old Guru said John that is good place to

start tell me where you understand Broadway Commons to

be All of sudden John started feeling visibly

uneasy he could feel his body temperature rising and the

back of his neck tensing up Well Mr Guru John

stated know that Broadway Commons was proposed to be

located on the site at the east end of Central Parkway in

Over-the-Rhine at the corner of Court and Broadway and

the site is bounded on the north by Reading Road and on

the south by Gilbert Avenue

TN0 no no responded the Old Guru Broadway

Commons is not in Over-the-Rhine no matter what urban

planners may say or what maps may show Although it is

at the corner of Court and Broadway do not say that it

is at the east end of Central Parkway but properly refer

to it as the east end of Canal Street Over-the-Rhine

meant going over the Miami-Erie Canal so that everything

north of Canal Street was Over-the-Rhine And do not say

that Broadway Commons is bound on the north by Reading

Road and on the south by Gilbert Avenue Use the correct

names You may say that Broadway Commons is bound on the

north by Hunt Street or the Lebanon Turnpike and on the

south by Deer Creek Road

John could feel his knees shaking and his hands

twitching and all of sudden he felt very ignorant and

unqualified to carry on an intelligent conversation with

the Old Guru He realized how little he knew Humbly

he asked Mr Guru realize know nothing Would you

be kind enough to enlighten me
The Old Guru responded would be happy to educate

you Why dont we go for walk through Mt Ida and talk

about Broadway Commons Ill meet you at the corner of

Observatory and Pavilion Now John knew that

Observatory started in Hyde Park at Madison Road and ran

eastward across Delta and then into Ault Park but he

surely didnt recall Observatory intersecting with

pavilion Therefore not wanting to sound stupid

anymore he meekly asked the Old Guru If Im at
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Fountain Square what would be the best way to get to
Observatory and Pavilion

The Old Guru said John the most direct way
would be to go east on Fifth Street to Pike Street and
then east on Symmes Street to Hill Street and then upHill Street to Observatory Street and then north on
Observatory to Pavilion or you can take Symmes Street to
Baum Street then north on Baum to Observatory Road and
then take Observatory Road east to Pavilion If its
o.k with you John Ill meet you tomorrow at 100
p.m sharp at Pavilion and Observatory

John knew enough not to ask any more questions
and promptly agreed to meet the Old Guru as scheduled
He also knew enough to go to the Public Library and check
an old map and see that he was supposed to meet the Old
Guru in Mt Adams at the corner of Pavilion and St
Gregory

Thus the big meeting was set

John decided to show up few minutes early
about 1250 p.m the next day He found parking space
near the corner of Pavilion and Monastery and began
walking east on Pavilion toward St Gregory or rather
Observatory Street As he approached the corner he
observed well-dressed elderly gentleman who had that
look of confidence alertness and awareness about him
Before he could say anything the old gentleman said
Good afternoon you must be John Citizen to which
John nodded affirmatively and then firmly shook his
hand

Then John bravely asked the big question
Please Mr Guru tell me why people fell in love with
Broadway Commons

would be delighted to explain said the Old
Guru

Images of Broadway Commons conjured up memories of
Crosley Field and the romantic era of baseball between
World War II and the Vietnam era
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In the late 40s throughout the 50s and in the

early 60s there were no superstars as this term

synonymous with mega-bucks had not yet been coined

There were no agents no cocaine use and no threat from

pro football professional football teams were secondary

citizens in irregularly shaped baseball parks that were

just happy to have place to play on Sunday afternoons

after the baseball season was over

This era is popularly referred to simply as the

50s and whenever middle-aged men talk about the 50s
they inevitably recall their baseball heros going to the

ballpark and having favorite team with which they

lived and died More often than not they had to Tlwait

till next year But patience was virtue then and

next year was eagerly awaited year after year

Baseball players and the game of baseball were

everything good and what was right with America

Integration of all the teams occurred and led to the

great black ball players of the 50s men like Willie

Mays Hank Aaron Ernie Banks Frank Robinson Roberto

Clemente Larry Doby Roy Campanella and of course the

indomitable Jackie Robinson Baseball was an example of

achievement and recognition irrespective of the color of

ones skin and white crowds cheered for black heros and

young boys had favorite players of different race

Growing up in the 50s was experiencing the unique

and distinct style shape and location of each major

league ballpark

One can close ones eyes and remember October

1951 in the Polo Grounds at Coogans Bluff in uptown

Manhattan on the banks of the Harlem River opposite the

south Bronx Even though there was no instant replay or

ESPN there was the shot heard round the world when

Bobby Thomson launched home run in the bottom of the

final inning in the final game of the playoffs between

the beloved New York Giants and the hated Brooklyn

Dodgers for the National League pennant The oval shaped

Polo Grounds were filled to capacity with 55000

screaming fans who cheered from the first pitch of the

game by right-hander Sal the Barber Maglie to the final

blast by the Flying Scottman Bobby Thomson over the

outfield wall rookie centerfielder by the name of
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Willie Mays made his reputation in this ballpark where he
patrolled the deepest centerfield in all of baseball

Three years later the greatest catch ever occurred
in the first game of the 1954 World Series played in the
Polo Grounds between the New York Giants and the
Cleveland Indians Mighty Cleveland first baseman Vic
Wertz hit tremendous drive to straight-away
centerfield blast that would have been home run in
any other ball park in the Major Leagues and appeared to
be sure extra-base hit that weekday autumn afternoon
No one gave Willie Mays chance But Willie simply
turned his back to the diamond and ran full speed toward
the centerfield wall erected 483 feet from home plate
and below the huge billboard atop the centerfield
bleachers advertising Chesterfield cigarettes At the
last second Willie still facing the bleachers looked
up reached out and made his legendary over-the-
shoulder back to home plate catch on the dead run and
then stopping on dime turned and fired the ball back
to the infield to prevent the Indian baserunners from
tagging up and advancing

Equally legendary was Willie Mays playing stickball
with the kids in the streets in neighboring Harlem
Unfortunately as conditions deteriorated in Harlem and
north Manhattan the crowds in the Polo Grounds shrunk
with weekday games in the mid-1950s sometimes declining
to as few as 1000 fans All of the good memories of
John McGraw Christy Mathewson Eddie Stankey and Willie
Mays were not enough to sustain the Giants in New York or
deter the drive for gold in California

It is impossible to have memories of the New York
Giants without having thoughts of the Brooklyn Dodgers
The ultimate wait til next year team that never won
World Series until 1955 was the essence of the lore and
mystique of Flatbush in the heart of Brooklyn advertised
in the 1950s as the third largest city in America with
over million people in borough bounded by the
Atlantic Ocean on the west Queens on the east the East
River on the north and Long Island South on the south
The 1950s and the Brooklyn Dodgers were inseparable No
ballpark in the nation had more partisan biased one-
sided fans than the Dodgers had in Ebbets Field And
yet the Dodger fans united as one behind such ethnically
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different stars as Roy Campanella PeeWee Reese Carl

Furillo Duke Snider Don Newcornb and Junior Giliham

This diversified group of performers was heroically led

by their manager Walter IISmokeyI Aiston who lived in

tiny Darrtowfl Ohio just outside Oxford an area not

particularly well-known for its ethnic tolerance

However intolerance outside the ballpark became

overwhelming Street crime gang warfare and inner-city

problems around Ebbets Field deterred fans discouraged

players and disheartened supporters of the Dodgers

Owner Walter OMalley sought greener pastures in sunny

southern California commencing the beginning of the end

of the romantic era of baseball He convinced Horace

Stoneham owner of the New York Giants that the San

Francisco Giants would line his pockets like nothing ever

before There were those who called Walter OMalley

foresighted while others called him greedy Both

descriptions are apt He designated beautiful ballpark

in Chavez Ravine the name Chavez does sound familiar

doesnt it in Los Angeles but he declined to install

single drinking fountain preferring that the

spectators procure their beverages from his many

concession stands

The influence stature and dominance of city in

the 1950s was measured by the number of major league

baseball teams it had Although New York had three

other major cities had two Boston had the Red Sax and

the Braves until they moved to Milwaukee in 1953

Chicago still has the Cubs on the north side and the

White Sax on the south side Philadelphia has always had

the Phillies and had the Athletics until they went to

Kansas City Missouri in the mid-SOs later to be taken

by Charlie Finley to Oakland California on the east

side of San Francisco Bay across from the Giants St

Louis on the west bank of the mighty Mississippi had

the Cardinals and the Browns the latter which became the

Baltimore Orioles in 1954

Philadelphia the City of Brotherly Love had

curfew on Sundays in the 1950s halting baseball games

promptly at 600 p.m Many Sunday afternoon double

header with the Philadelphia Phillies was cut short by

this curfew but the visiting teams rarely complained as

they found the Philadelphia fans especially those
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congregating in the double-decker stands behind the
leftfield and left centerfield walls to be highly
unrepresentative of Brotherly Love as visiting
outfielders were frequently the targets of verbal
insults half-drunk cups of beer various projectiles
and behavior less like Ben Franklins old Philadelphia
and more like modern Philly

Not too far away near Ft McHenry where the Star
Spangled Banner was written by Francis Scott Key during
the War of 1812 the Baltimore Orioles were settling into
Memorial Stadium in 1954 The Baltimore Orioles never
achieved the ultimate success until joined by one of the
greatest Cincinnati Reds of all-time future Hall-of
Famer No 20 Frank Robinson who was traded by William
DeWitt Sr Although the late Mr DeWitt felt that Frank
Robinson was an old 30 in 1966 Frank proceeded to win
the triple-crown having the highest batting average
most home runs and most runs batted in the American
League He returned to Cincinnati in July of 1970 as an
American League All-Star in game made famous by Pete
Roses 12th inning collision at home plate with Cleveland
catcher Ray Fosse when Charlie Hustle risked life and
limb to score the game ending and winning run in game
that did not count but cut short the career of the
Indians backstop

Another city comparable to Cincinnati with its rich
tradition of baseball has been St Louis

In the romantic age of baseball the St Louis fans
had one of the greatest idols of all time Stan the ManT
Musial Born Stanley Frank Musial in Denora
Pennsylvania of eastern European immigrants who had
settled in the coal-rich hills south of Pittsburgh Stan
the Man was admired as much for his sportsmanship clean
play teamwork family life and community service as he
was for his multiple batting championships and game
winning homeruns

Many of the supporters of Broadway Commons yearned
for the good old days of Crosley Field even though they
had never been there experienced gridlock traffic
conditions when crowds exceeded 15000 parked in lots
where there was stacked parking with no aisles allowing
only the perimeter cars to exit until virtually every
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driver of every motor vehicle returned to his car after

the game or paid protection money to street gangs for

the privilege of parallel parking in authorized spaces

along various public streets in the old West End Oh
for the good old days of Crosley Field

No one living can remember when the Cincinnati

Baseball Club formed the first professional baseball

team The Cincinnati Red Stockings No one living can

remember the first ballpark at the corner of Western

Avenue and Finley Street in 1883 which was known as

League Park and which was severely damaged by fire in

1900 Few can remember the reconstruction occurring on

the site designed by the well-known Cincinnati

architectural firm of Hake Hake featuring stunning

grandstand constructed of iron and concrete that became

known as the storied Palace of the Fans Opening Day

at the Palace on April 17 1902 drew about 10000 fans

only to see the Reds lose to to their great rivals to

the west the Chicago Cubs

Some may remember the new concrete and steel

facility erected on this same site opening in 1912 as

Redland Field following three similar new concrete and

steel baseball parks Comiskey Park in Chicago Shibe

Park in Philadelphia and Forbes Field in Pittsburgh all

gone now and preceding similar structures as Fenway Park

in Boston and Wrigley Field in Chicago both of which

capture the hears of baseball fans everywhere Could

such history be recreated in Cincinnati

Could the setting of Broadway Commons below the hill

of Mt Adams be reminiscent of the Polo Grounds beneath

Coogans Bluff or the rolling hills of western

Pennsylvania just beyond the outfield walls of famed

Forbes Field in Pittsburgh where Bill Mazeroski homered

in the bottom of the ninth inning of Game of the 1960

World Series against the vaunted New York Yankees with

the score tied ending the inning ending the game and

ending the series with single swing

Could Broadway Commons recreate the urban setting of

Tiger Stadium in inner-city Detroit which for years was

known as Briggs Stadium or have 37 foot high wall in

left field separating the parking lot from Interstate 71
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similar to the Green Monster in Boston and the adjacent
8-lane expressway

Could Jon Nunnally Pokie Reese and Chris Stines
create the excitement at Broadway Commons that Richie
Ashburn of the Phillies instilled at Shibe Park or
Peewee Reese at Ebbets Field on Flatbush Avenue or the
one and only Stan the Man Musial in rightfield or first
base at Sportsmans Park which had numerous billboards
on the outfield walls one of which advertised the Star
of the Last Game and had the name Musial thereon so
often that it was suggested making it permanent part of
the sign Just think Broadway Commons could have
similar sign featuring the names of such players as
Reggie Sanders Eddie Taubensee Dimitri Young and Sean
Casey

But none of this will happen at Broadway and more
significantly the sport of football has replaced
baseball in Cincinnati just like in other cities

The sport of football has truly become king in
America humbling major metropolitan areas and forcing
them to engage in dizzyingly high bidding wars to attract
or retain franchises It is sport of employees whose
average occupational expectancy is meager 3-1/2 years

business whose owners have to rely on taxpayers for
subsidies and revenues to recruit steroid enlarged
behemoths It is sport of 300-pounders beating on each
other endlessly for 59-1/2 minutes until kicker half
their size makes or misses 40 yard field goal that
determines which group of oafs go home unhappy It is
sport of ghetto-exploited speedsters racing untouched for
65 yards or catching the bomb for touchdown until they
tear an anterior cruciate ligament All of this on-field
mayhem is orchestrated by quarterback who memorizes
playbook the size of an unabridged dictionary treatise
he rarely consults and whose value to the team is better
measured in craniocerebral trauma readings than yards
per-pass All of this talent and expertise mandates
extraordinary levels of compensation and bonuses that the
gate receipts and television revenues no longer cover

If cities dont build new stadia arenas and
playing facilities for their teams the teams would go
elsewhere driving up the prices of franchises as cities
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desperate for major league status try to outbid each

other professional football has been so much smarter

than professional baseball in the money department

While baseball has salary arbitration which leads to

uncontrolled player cost escalations football has

franchise free agency which allows teams the freedom to

jump from city to city to exact better deals than their

longtime hometowns are willing to give By keeping the

number of franchises artificially small and several large

markets open at all times the players ability to

negotiate contracts is only exceeded by the owner clout

over local governments

With this setting in place it became obvious that

Riverfront Stadium was no longer suitable

Riverfront Stadium which opened in 1970 was built

to last to the middle of the 21st century or even

beyond Yet halfway into its 40 year lease it was

declared outmoded by the Bengals Although the stadium

has 60398 seats for football is only 28 years old and

is yet to be paid off it is being totally dismantled and

replaced with $400 million stadium that will have

65500 seats will never generate positive cash flow for

the County and may have to be replaced in few years

when the state-of-the-art changes The new stadium will

also have 114 private suites and 7600 club seats to

shield the corporate donors and idle rich from the

drunken and brawling masses that now comprise typical

capacity crowd More than $400 million is being spent to

add but 5102 seats for 10 dates year And Cinergy

Field will go the way of the wrecking ball and the

bulldozer

Thus the dominance of the Bengals deserves greater

acclaim and recognition If professional football is

business rather than sport the Bengals are the real

Super Bowl champions The Bengals play-calling against

the City of Cincinnati and Hamilton County had more

dazzling moves than kick-return man in the open field

When power was needed they moved their opposition like

five interior lineman blocking down in unison on the nose

tackle in 3-4 defense Their versatility trick-plays

double-reverses faking and razzle-dazzle would make any

offensive coordinator drool with envy So dominant have

the Bengals been with the City and the County it is
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difficult to describe the relationship Basically the
City surrendered yelled uncle and ran for cover On
the other hand the County enjoyed sadio-masochistjc
relationship with the Bengals The more the Bengals
wanted the more the County gave them In the end it is
ironically the Bengals position that they did not get
enough and it is the Countys position that they are
pleased that they were able to give the Bengals so much

The Bengals have been able to take franchise that
had little value for estate tax purposes few years ago
to now over $300 million according to Forbes value
about 2-1/2 times that of the Cincinnati Reds the first
professional team in America

What is even more remarkable was the union forged
with the news media Although the results of the
negotiations were announced and published there was no
promulgation of the details describing the massacre If
running up the score improves ones ranking in the polls
the Bengals would be permanent number one

The cost of the stadium alone has been major focus
of debate and it has helped to distract attention from
some of the more lucrative aspects of the deal The
agreement between Hamilton County and the Bengals
provided for $270 million for the base stadium cost The
$270 million figure is comparable to the actual stadium
costs for other recent stadiums such as the new
facilities in Cleveland Carolina and Baltimore
However the $270 million ascribed to the Bengals is
limited only to the base stadium alone whatever that
means and the agreement specifically allows additional
amounts of $10.5 million and $5 million for undefined
items Moreover the $270 million figure specifically
excludes architectural and engineering costs parking
facilities practice fields infrastructure site
acquisition and demolition costs pushing the figure well
over $400 million

Moreover Hamilton County agreed to pay $4 million
per game if the stadium is not ready for football in the
year 2000 and $6 million per game if it is not ready in
2001 The County willingly agreed to pay all of the
management and operation expenses which can be estimated
at $2.5 to $3 million for the first year and increasing
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thereafter even though the County will not be receiving

the revenues to cover these expenses The generosity of

the County also extends to the County making and paying

for the capital repairs and depositing $1 million each

year into special reserve account

It would certainly seem that with such assumption

of debts and burdens by the County the County would be

receiving substantial rents Interestingly the Bengals

are to pay $1.7 million in the first year but the rent

declines rather than increases declining all the way

down to $900000 in year with rent thereafter The

total rent paid is only $11.7 million for the entire term

of the lease which extends through the 2025 football

season However lest anyone believe that this rent is

excessive and the County is gouging the Bengals the

County was kind enough to return the money to the team by

making payments to the Bengals to reimburse them over the

last years of the lease to the tune of $29.44 million

That is more than 2-1/2 times the amount of rent that the

Bengals will pay the County

One might also think that the Bengals would have an

incentive to put winning team on the field but the

opposite is the case The County guaranteed the sale of

at least 50000 general admission seats per game for the

first 20 home games in the new stadium With no strings

attached it would actually be in the Bengals economic

interest to put the lowest paid players possible on the

field for the first 20 home games as the County has

guaranteed sell-out of these games irrespective of the

quality of the players or their performance This is

new concept in leasing called reverse performance
incentives

The media praised the Bengals for not selling out to

corporate commercialism and allowing some Fortune 500

company to pay millions of dollars to the County for the

naming rights to the stadium Instead the County

allowed the stadium to be named after the teams founder

showing that the Bengals are more interested in tradition

than commercializing the sport of football The fact

that these naming rights are worth tens of millions of

dollars is of no consequence when the issue is the

sanctity of professional football in Cincinnati versus

the dollars of County taxpayers But here is the real
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kicker just when you thought the County was foolish to

give up the dollars for the naming rights and at least
the Bengals could not be accused of being greedy with
respect to these naming rights the Bengals again proved
their total dominance of the County as the Bengals
reserved in the lease the right to sell the naming rights
anyway and retain the first $16.67 million from such
rights and then split all additional revenues on very
fair basis the Bengals receiving 70% and the County
measly 30% In other words if the Bengals fall on hard
times and the County subsidies are not enough the

Bengals can forsake the name of their founder for tens of
millions of dollars which go right to their bottom line
and not to the public treasury

Right now you are probably thinking that there are
other opportunities to use the new football stadium to
make money for the County What would be more
appropriate than to market professional soccer in the new
stadium Since the Bengals will only be using the new
football stadium for two weekend nights in the summers
for exhibition games and eight Sunday afternoons in the
fall for regular season games 355 days of the year the
stadium will sit empty Wouldnt it be the perfect place
for soccer Well the Bengals agree with this and they
negotiated the right to promote professional soccer at
their sole discretion for the first ten years of the
lease Therefore if Cincinnati is to have professional
soccer and the only stadium able to accommodate
professional soccer would be the new football stadium
the Bengals can promote it and receive all the revenue

Fortunately there are other revenues that the new
stadium will generate which could be split These
include advertising and promotional rights radio and
television rights and concessions These revenues are
not split on 70% to the Bengals 30% to the County
ratio but rather on 100% to the Bengals 0% to the

County basis Any other miscellaneous and ancillary
revenues not accounted for or specifically provided for
in the lease will essentially be paid to the Bengals as
well

Even though the County is paying all of the

management and operation expenses the control and
management of the facility rests solely with the Bengals
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In this position the Bengals are essentially
middleman having the County do all the work for them on

one hand and having the County pay them for everything
they do on the other hand This arrangement gives new

meaning to the term middleman in commercial

transaction

Does the County get anything out of this Of course

they do They get one free luxury suite to enable County
officials and County employees who made this possible go
to the games each week and bask in their glory seeing
what marvelous structure and grandiose operation
resulted as result of government largesse

You have all heard the expression to the victor
the spoils and that certainly applies here The victor
in the football lease gave itself some very favorable
default provisions so that if the County does not live up

to the letter of the agreement the County could be

facing some fairly serious consequences It is hoped
that the County will not default in the slightest
because it certainly would not be in anyones best
interest to have the Bengals declare the lease in

default begin search for relocating to another city
and possibly cause Hamilton County to contribute millions

more to salve the wounds of the injured Bengals

Fortunately under the new lease there should not

be lengthy disputes because this lease is relatively
short With this lease ending in 2025 as opposed to the

40 year lease signed with Riverfront Stadium the

potential for lengthy disputes is greatly diminished On
the other hand if it only took halfway through the first

lease for Riverfront Stadium to be completely
unsatisfactory we can look forward to the new stadium

being unsatisfactory sometime around the year 2010 or

2012 which may at least give the County some solace if

the Olympics are in need of facilities in the Queen City
at that time

One of the greatest strengths of any empire is to

have its outlying areas under control and its perimeter
solid The conquering heroes of the Bengals are

comparable to the empirical tactics of Alexander the

Great Julius Caesar and Napoleon Bonaparte The

Bengals were able to secure control of an area far beyond
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the stadium itself Your immediate reaction may be to

picture the three completely new full-size practice
fields that the county will install immediately to the

west of the new stadium This however is not what is

referred to but rather much larger area The stadium
site area negotiated in the agreement between the County
and the Bengals incredibly gives the Bengals control of

an area blocks by blocks around the stadium The

southern boundary is the Ohio River Could it go any
further The eastern boundary extends all the way to the

John Roebling Suspension Bridge while the western

boundary extends all the way to Interstate 75 The

County even gave the Bengals control to the south side of

Third Street which would include Fort Washington Way
Fortunately because of federal pre-emption the Bengals
will not be able to erect toll-booths along reconstructed
Fort Washington Way although this would be another
source of revenue to enable the Bengals to compete with
such cities as New York and Los Angeles Wait minute
there are no professional football teams in either New
York City or the City of Los Angeles the only possible
qualification being the New York Giants which are located
in the adjacent State of New Jersey

Since parking is such an important item with respect
to any football stadium the County gave the Bengals
control over parking in the aforesaid block by block
stadium site area plus control over the Cinergy parking
facilities all the way to Broadway yes Broadway on
the east Hence we do have professional football in

sense on Broadway

If you think the Bengals are shrewd for negotiating
such favorable lease consider how really shrewd the

Bengals are in out-maneuvering the Reds The Bengals
realized that their real competition is not the Green Bay
Packers the Denver Broncos or the Pittsburgh Steelers
but rather the Cincinnati Reds The real competition for
the dollars is with the Reds over the sale of luxury
suites club seats season tickets parking revenues
advertising revenues and whole host of promotional
items

The Bengals and the County were both wise enough to

realize that they could not build new stadium for the

Bengals without the support of the Reds which would mean
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building new stadium for the Reds as otherwise the

Reds and all of their fans could easily be mobilized

against the Bengals pointing out the economic

foolishness in building $400 million structure for 10

days usage when the existing facility is prime
football stadium which could be renovated although not

upgraded to the extent desired by the Bengals for

additional luxury suites It could certainly be argued
that it isnt necessary to spend $400 million for 100

more luxury suites when it would be cheaper and more

practical to simply pay the Bengals the equivalent of the

revenues that could be derived therefrom

When talk of new stadium began there was talk of

building the Reds new stadium west of the Suspension

Bridge traditional classical baseball park of the

retrofit design that has worked so well at Camden Yards

in Baltimore the Ballpark at Arlington in Texas and

Jacobs Field in Cleveland where sellouts are the rule
This ballpark could be designed to be architecturally

compatible with the Roebling Bridge and could fit nicely
on the riverfront taking up far less space than 10-

story football stadium or even the existing Cinergy
Field traditional baseball park built of brick and

wrought iron with vines on the exterior walls view to

the river and lower level profile that would blend

complimentarily with the Cincinnati skyline would be

real gem for the riverfront Because City and County
planners were helpless to locate the Bengals stadium

they converted their opposition to monolithic structures

along the river and the blocking of views of downtown
to feelings of hostility toward baseball park which
ironically would fit in and would be most appropriate
for the riverfront

The Bengals seized upon this opportunity and joined
with the County to stifle the Reds Interestingly in an

agreement signed between Hamilton County and the City of

Cincinnati in August of 1995 before the vote in March of

1996 approving the half-cent sales tax increase for two

new stadiums on the riverfront an agreement was reached
that anticipated baseball facility being constructed

first so the County agreed to have the Reds allow the

Bengals to use this facility until new football

facility was constructed and conversely if football

facility is constructed first the County would pursue
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such an arrangement with the Bengals to allow the Reds to

use the new football stadium You may also remember the

promotional literature circulated prior to the public
vote in early 1996 that features new football stadium
on the site of Riverfront Stadium and new baseball park
west of the Suspension Bridge The Bengals were even

talking about playing out of town for two seasons in

such facilities as Ohio Stadium in Columbus and
Commonwealth Stadium in Lexington while their new
stadium was being built on the site at Riverfront
Stadium They thought so highly of this site that they
wanted the new stadium reconstructed at that same
location When the Bengals realized that it was not in

their economic interest to play out of town for two years
and risk the loss of their season ticket base they saw
the desirability of having new stadium constructed on
the riverfront while they played in Riverfront Stadium
Accordingly they looked to the west of the Suspension
Bridge the site coveted by the Reds

The Bengals negotiated deal behind the scenes with
the County to keep the Reds from ever building west of

the Suspension Bridge

Thus the idea of the uWedgeIt was born at the

creation of Hamilton County prior to DCI Inc or any
other entity suggesting it or talking about Baseball on
Main By keeping the Reds from building west of the

Suspension Bridge the Bengals were assured that no
riverfront facility could be built for the Reds until

long after they had sold their luxury suites their club
seats and their season tickets- Many other promotional
advertising and concession rights would also be

negotiated long before the Reds got out of the gate

When the Reds objected the County publicly and the

Bengals privately promoted Broadway Commons as

diversion never wanting it to happen but using it to

keep other things from happening in the interim Hence
the debate began between the Wedge somewhat ill
conceived name and the only available site on the

riverfront versus Broadway Commons an attractive name
neighborhood setting and chance to link romance and

history Unfortunately reality took over
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The hard-core reality however is that riverfront

location no matter how difficult to construct is

preferable to Broadway Commons from the teams
perspective in almost every aspect

It should be realized however that the promoters
of Broadway Commons correctly understood the economic

benefits that the Reds are capable of generating
facility which has 81 dates through the warm months of

late Spring all of summer and early Fall and can bring
20000 to 30000 people per game to that location maybe
even more during the first five to ten years of new
retrofit facility is certainly tremendous economic

benefit to any neighborhood be it Over-the-Rhine or

anywhere else in Greater Cincinnati But where is the

best place for new baseball park for the benefit of the

team the benefit of the existing support businesses and

the benefit of the region On almost every count the

riverfront wins over Broadway Commons The City and the

County kept from the public the real reasons that the

riverfront is better than Broadway Commons and
attributed the Reds position to narrow-minded

selfishness referring to it as the just want itt

syndrome An objective analysis however supports
overwhelmingly what the voters convincingly agreed with

First and foremost the Reds had enjoyed great
success on the riverfront by winning Division

Championships League Pennants and World Series
titles as well as having the best overall record in

baseball in the strike-shortened season of 1981 Since
the riverfront has been sure proven and successful
location for the Reds only the most compelling reasons
would ever warrant looking elsewhere

The Reds are regional team drawing from seven
state area that depends on highly visible and prominent
location There is no site more visible or seen by more

people than the downtown riverfront

The Cincinnati riverfront has proven to be the most
accessible stadium location in the nation Fans can

easily walk from the downtown area or travel directly to

and from games by car with almost no delays There is

direct ingress and egress via all of the interstate

highways and other main arteries near downtown
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By contrast Broadway Commons is more than twice as

far of walk from the central business district and is

only directly accessible from the interstate highway
system via 1-71 southbound And 1-71 southbound cannot
be widened because of the retaining walls near Taft Road
and McMillan Street As there is no northbound access to

Broadway Commons from 1-71 at least one and possibly two
new interchanges would have to be constructed but the

State indicated that no funding would be approved for

such improvements

The Reds depend upon weekend series for the large
crowds necessary to generate the revenues that support
the team Many fans come into town on the weekends and

stay at the major downtown hotels all within easy
walking distance of the riverfront but none within easy
walking distance of Broadway Commons The downtown
hotels would benefit from new ballpark on the

riverfront and would suffer from baseball at Broadway
Commons

Adequate parking facilities already exist near the

riverfront The closest parking garage to Broadway
Commons is 7th and Sycamore blocks away The County-
planned garage to the rear of the Alms Doepke Building
will only handle few hundred cars There is simply no

comparison in this category

Notwithstanding all of the statements by the

proponents of Broadway Commons concerning the non-effect
of the Justice Center this use is not compatible with an

adjacent baseball park Persons going to and from the

Justice Center at all hours of the day and night whether

being taken in as prisoners or released from confinement
signing warrants and complaints or visiting inmates or

attempting to communicate with prisoners from the

adjacent streets as presently occurs are crowd that
conflicts with family-oriented baseball crowd Also
the presence of ballpark would provide the inmates with
an audience to attempt to draw attention to protest or

to otherwise cause an incident If the County needs to

expand the Justice Center in the future true physical
confrontation with Broadway Commons would result

The area around the riverfront has proven to be very
safe and secure for fans of all ages The same cannot be
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said for Broadway Commons which is adjacent to high-crime

areas in Over-the-Rhine and lower Mt Auburn Reds fans

walking to and from games would be easy prey for the

criminals who presently frequent this area Any fan

wandering down the poorly lit side-streets or nearby

alleys could easily become just another victim of crime

According to the Visitors and Convention Bureau the

Reds are the second largest economic generator in the

region the airport being the largest Therefore the

Reds should be located where they can generate the most

revenue both for the team and the community Hence the

most visible prominent accessible convenient and safe

location is the best Locating baseball at Broadway
Commons would have clearly benefited the property owners
and businesses in Over-the-Rhine lower Mt Auburn and

the western side of Mount Adams but it would not have

had the regional benefits that the riverfront has
Larger crowds can be drawn to the riverfront higher

occupancies in the hotels can be achieved and greater
support for existing restaurants in the downtown area can

be realized There is greater potential for new

restaurants and similar places catering to the public

along the riverfront and adjacent to narrowed Fort

Washington Way than could be achieved at Broadway
Commons

Some City and County Planners have looked at whats
best for the downtown area and not at what is best for

the Reds in favoring Broadway Commons Their thinking is

twofold Do not clutter the riverfront with stadiums and

split the economic impact with football at one end of

town and baseball at the other end However football

neither depends on the downtown for its success nor

generates the economic impact upon the downtown
Baseball gives the riverfront its vibrance during the

spring and summer and brings people to the central
business district at night and on the weekends

In the end the voters once again did what was best

for the City of Cincinnati and Hamilton County But the

Reds may never regain their position of prominence

The county felt justified in doing what it was

doing and with the concurrence of the media agreed that

it was right to favor the Bengals who could have left
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town but did not and who took the initiative in promoting
plan for revitalization of the riverfront The

Bengals owner was free to take the team to wanting
cities in Cleveland Houston or Los Angeles all superior
markets but he willingly stayed in Cincinnati for

better deal than offered by anyone else to relocate in

those cities By contrast the Reds owner could not

move from the Cincinnati market area and did not

participate in preparing plan for the riverfront The

County also felt politically protected and media

supported by not favoring an owner whose periodic
ramblings they found to be politically incorrect
racially insensitive ethnically offensive and

intellectually non-existent

Broadway Commons served its purpose well It

allowed people to reminisce to be sentimental and have

nostalgic feelings of the good old days without becoming
reality that would have doomed the Reds to the failures

of the Chicago Cubs in Wrigley Field where they have not

won pennant or been in World Series for more than 50

years Broadway Commons also fulfilled its other purpose
of diverting attention from the Bengals and preserving
the Bengals ability to get five year jump on the Reds
and the details of the Bengals deal were best kept from
the public or there may have been repeat of the

Courthouse riots of the late 1800s

Right now gentlemen you like John are

wondering how could this have happened When John
told the Old Guru that he appreciated everything he had
learned and how he now felt fully educated on Broadway
Commons the Old Guru scoffed and told John that he

really knew nothing If John had read the documents
if the news media had reported all of the details and if

the elected officials of the various parties had debated
the subject matter what the Old Guru told John would
be old information not new The Old Guru told John
that he had told him what had happened but not who how
or why He told John that such was topic for
different time different place More importantly he

felt that such knowledge had to be earned As John

begged for more information the Old Guru said There is

one last bastion of independent thinking of provocative
questioning and critical writing And that is the

Literary Club opposite Lytle Park at the corner of Fourth
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and Lawrence If someone were to go to the Literary

Club John and give them this information and they

appreciated the value of it then and only then would

consider telling you more In the meantime John you
can give my regards to Broadway and while youre at it
give my regards to the City of Cincinnati and Hamilton

County

THE EAST ENDERS

February 1999 Edward Lee Burdell

One of the most popular shows on British television

is The Eastenders This soap opera-like dramatic series

appears on Monday Tuesday and Thursday for half an hour

and repeats as single 90-minute presentation on

Sundays It describes the lives and crises of members of

working class neighborhood surrounding the mythical
Albert Square in the equally imaginary borough of

Walford Set in contemporary times the community its

residents and concerns very much resemble Stepny and the

other East End communities located to the east of the

walls of the City and along the bank of the River TEMZ
Thames another example of American corruption of

things British the river of the same name in New

London Connecticut is known locally as the THAMZ
Thames

Historically Londons East End has been home to

waves of immigrants who have entered England by coming up

the River In fact in very early times many of these

new residents were barred from entering the City On the

television show the characters portray representative
mixture of newcomers and long-time residents The

Cockney is the most renown of these long-time residents
but the neighborhood is replete with markets taverns and

restaurants which reflect Italian and Jewish heritages as

well as the new residents of the East End who have come
from all over The Empire One of the joys of the

television show to British watchers is the running


